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Abstract  
In the years to come an anticipated 100 Billion Euro will be spend for the construction of schools and other 
educational facilities in Europe. Despite the fact, that more and more experts emphasize the influential role of 
architecture and space in modern education and pedagogics, this important topic does not show up yet in the 
curricula of architectural faculties and universities nor within the professional upgrade training programs for 
teachers, architects or government employees.  
Educational buildings of the 21st century need physical and digital learning environments that are flexible in 
their use and that can be co-designed and rearranged by its users - teaching staff as well as pupils and students. 
Educators must participate within the development-, design-, and construction process.  
As a pilot scheme the Erasmus+ project PULS+ offers an integral and advanced training and qualification 
program addressing architectural and educational practice on a higher education level. In the PULS+ program 
higher education, economy and public administration form a triangle of knowledge and experience. Offering an 
international learning and working environment, special business- and creative skills were trained and an 
intensive interaction between the different professions and disciplines took place.  
Within the PULS+ program the four modules – learning – space – developing – reflecting (academy) – form the 
center of the course, accompanied by different workshops related to practice (“reality laboratories”), 
internships or excursions. All events are held internationally and are interlinked. The PULS + modules are set up 
in a way that students and participants of the involved professional guilds will learn from and with each other 
cross-functionally.  
Another aim of PULS+ is to publish and communicate this knowledge and the practical experience to the public 
internationally via the participating stakeholders and via different media.  
Thus, the PULS+ project not only works on the level of a professional higher education leading to the new 
profession of a “Learning- Environment-Developer”, but also implements an interactive internet platform, that 
will work a digital learning- and communication device and for which an “Educational Building Compendium / 
Wiki” will be developed and offered to an interested public.  
PULS+ understands itself not only as a teaching but also as a learning almende and became a generator for 
innovative learning and cooperating. Professional practice and theory are continuously experienced multi-
professionally, trans-disciplinarily, inter-regionally and cross-sectional and became formalised by the yearly 
held “Academies” through discussions and reflections. As integrated parts of the PULS+ higher education 
program the “academies” also serve as an exchange platform for the involved teaching staff from universities 
and the other institutions for their personal and professional development.  
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ABSTRACT 
A Learning-SPACE-Lab combines learning and space in a special 
interdisciplinary teaching and learning setting for students of architecture and 
pedagogic: at a project school, which intends to fit their 21st century pedagogi- 
cal needs with the spatial surroundings of their 19th or 20th century buildings, 
students work together with pu- pils and teachers in a co-creative process. 
According to Scharmer (2019) “Learners must go out into the real world and 
engage with the core challenges of our time” and “students must learn by 
doing“. Learning-SPACE- Lab uses the method of action learning by student’s 
participation on the frontline of school and learning space development and by 
being challenged to co-create hands on prototype solutions. In a five-day 
project, ideas are first developed and sketched, then small models are build and 
lastly scaled up to 1:1 usable prototypes (Hammon & Sidoroff, 2018). 
The project is finalized by a public presentation in front of the whole school 
assembly, including parents, official guest, press, and media. The special public 
presentation supports school development by emphasizing objec- tives and 
leads to empowerment of not only the school leaders, but also the pupils and 
their teachers. Thus, the concept of Learning-SPACE-Lab facilitates the bridging 
of the “knowing-doing gap” (Scharmer, 2019). 
This paper presents the concept of the Learning-SPACE-Lab and the effect on 
the different systems attached: project schools, higher education, municipality, 
school management, and school authorities. Furthermore, the experimental 
atmosphere of the lab and the simultaneously connection of development of 
school/teaching and space/architecture opens discussions and enables re-
thinking of traditional models. Additionally, re- sistance against changes seems 
to be reduced. 
This paper is the result of research developed with financial support by the 
Erasmus+ Programme, promoted by the European Commission. It is performed 
in cooperation with 5 universities (Alanus Hochschule (D), Bozen (I) University 
of Innsbruck (A), University of Arts Linz (A), FHNW (CH)).  
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ABSTRACT 
School buildings in the 21st century need physical, social and digital learning 
environments that are flexible in their use, and that can be co-designed and 
rearranged by their users teaching staff as well as pupils and students.  
Modern school buildings present an intelligent pedagogical driven composition 
of compartments and innovative learning spaces that are sustainable, 
innovative, and flexible to be able to adapt to potential didactical changes in the 
coming 50 years.   
Therefore, during the development, design, and construction process school 
stakeholders should participate in order to make sure that “Form follows 
Purpose” becomes build reality. These participation processes are new in the 
history of school construction and are simultaneously invented during the past 
2-3 years in many European countries (e.g. Austria, Belgium, Germany, Italy, 
The Netherlands, Switzerland).  
However, 80 % of the existing school buildings were constructed during the past 
two centuries, consisting of long corridors and classrooms lined up next to each 
other. Furthermore, many traditional schools are designated heritage sites, 
where corridors take up 25-30% of a school’s total square footage.  
This paper will display examples of good practice by presenting two schools, 
one of which a heritage site, built in the early 1960s or 1920s that were 
restructured and renovated with the aforementioned participation processes. 
The results of the participation process with teaching, non-teaching, and 
learning members of the school were integrated: e.g. corridors and hallways 
were turned into learning spaces and are now influencing the further 
development of teaching and education.  
Additionally, this paper will bring different participation processes for school 
leaders, teachers, students, and parents into conversation. The participation 
processes expand the perspectives of the involved architects, clerks, and 
planning professionals. Moreover, the concept of “space as 3rd teacher” is 
brought to the attention of the educational staff. 
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INTRODUCTION 

More and more experts emphasize the influential role of the physical, social and digital environment in 

modern education and pedagogics (e.g. Schönig & Schmidtlein-Mauderer, 2013). Nevertheless the role 

of space and architecture as “third teacher” neither show up in curricula of architectural faculties and 

teacher training, nor within the professional upgrade training programmes for teachers, architects or 

government employees. Educational buildings of the 21st century need physical and digital learning 

environments which are flexible in their use and can be co-designed and rearranged by its users, 

teaching staff as well as pupils and students (e.g. Weyland & Watschinger, 2017). Therefore, school 

stakeholders must participate within the development-, design-, and construction process to make sure 

the schools will to be built sustainable, pedagogical innovative, and flexible (MONTAG Foundation 

2012). Unfortunately, the necessary know how and expertise for efficient cooperation and participatory 

processes is missing among the responsible experts involved. Europe-wide universities do not provide 

enough of sustainable, transdisciplinary and application-oriented master or postgraduate programmes 

to cover the demand.  

This gap was filled by a pilot project called PULS university course. PULS is an acronym for Professional 

Underpinning for Learning Space Development. It is offering an integral advanced training and 

qualification program addressing architectural, educational and administrative practice. Furthermore, 

Master students in architecture and pedagogics were also invited to participate in the program and had 

the opportunity to learn from professionals in the fields of school- and educational building 

development. The common ground of 29 participants and 14 members of teaching staff (called donors) 

was the German language and the interest in school building development. All other characteristics 

(profession, experience, education, age, gender, political impact, state of employment, family state) 

showed a maximal amplitude of diversity.  

This paper describes the concept of the program with its general elements, milestones of development, 

evaluation results and success conditions.  
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MAIN OBJECTIVES  
As outlined in the EU Modernization Agenda (2011), the most relevant priority addressed by the project 

is to contribute to the modernization of Europe’s higher education by focussing on three specific issues:  

• New innovative curricula and educational methods and development of training courses,  

• Encourage entrepreneurship, partnership and participation,  

• Involving employees and labour market institutions in the design and delivery of higher education 

programs. 

Within this frame, strengthening of cooperation and exchange of ideas and best practices within the 

European architectural, education and administrative area is a vehicle to transfer knowledge and 

disseminate ideas, and to ensure innovation in school building and construction. Simultaneously, the 

strengthening of the bonds between educational, architectural and administrative spheres is needed 

both to gain an understanding of the challenges of modern educational building, to adapt education and 

professional practice to the NewNormal and to develop pedagogical flexible and sustainable innovative 

educational buildings.  

 

 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

Despite the creation of a transdisciplinary syllabus, the pilot university course to be developed 

should reach the following aims:   

 A sustainable dialogue for the “development of space and learning” for and between 

people from different professions, disciplines and perspectives is initiated. 

 Trans-professional systems of development in the fields of architecture, education and 

administration consulting are created that secure participative processes and an orientation 

of an extended learning culture in the institutions involved. 

 Necessities for developments in the different disciplines are identified and adequate 

support is discovered. 

 Opportunities to understand the relations between learning and space are created, and 

competences out of this dialogue are fostered, that are more than the sum of its part's 

abilities. Crosslinks are promoted. 

 Participation and responsibility on the individual levels is deepened and encouraged.    

 Scientific research in the new developing field of pedagogical architecture is initiated in 

order to develop practical knowledge. 

 

UNIVERSITY COURSE CONCEPT  
Four presence units, with thematic focus on learning – space – developing – reflecting (called academy) 

– formed the main matrix of the university course in the first piloting year (cycle I), accompanied by 

several offers to opportunities related to practice, internships, real lab, symposia or excursions (Figure 

1). In the second year (cycle II) the academy modules were kept, whereas the thematic presence units 

were not specified in advance any longer. Instead, they were replaces by a bar camp format, leading to a 

greater variety of topics, deepening of actions, interactions and exchange between all participants of the 

presence unit. They were set up in a way that participants and donors of the involved professional fields 

learned from and with each other cross-functionally. Furthermore, an interactive internet platform, 

working as a digital learning-, communication and cooperation device, was implemented and linked to 
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an “Educational Building Compendium/WIKI”. Both are open to interested experts and public 

(www.kooperation.pulsverbund.eu and www.atlas.pulsverbund.eu), where a complete description of 

the course details is also available.  

Between the presence units several practical offers were made to participants and donors. Internships 

in real labs and ongoing participation processes as well as excursion to innovative learning spaces and 

symposiums on learning space development were offered in Austria, Germany, Italy and Switzerland. 

Together with a personal project work all these activities counted 12 ECTS point for cycle I and 15 ECTS 

for cycle II. 

  

Figure 1. Structure of the two cycles of piloted university course 

 

EVALUATION 

In order to support the systematic course development as well as the continuous optimization 

of the successive course modules, called “forums” a continuous evaluation was performed. The 

evaluation design ensured that all donors and participants were actively involved, but the 

evaluation procedure itself was not perceived as an additional workload. To achieve this, the 

individual survey steps always took place at the same time during the attendance phases, and 

was formed to a report basis of the following data sets:  

 16 data sets with total of 180 qualitative and quantitative answers, which were carried 

out as online questionnaires in a ritualized manner immediately before departure from 

the forum. Mean time required was 15 min. After final academy II, which was 

performed online due to Corona shutdown, questionnaires were completed within 24 h.  

 Appreciative interviews and video statements during informal times (lunch break, 

evening walk, etc.) through the continuous course support in cycle I, Forum.B, 

academies I & II. 

 Structured reflections of the modules within the teaching staff, 

 General reflection of donor assembly right after academy I, 

 Observations, analysis and reflection during excursions, internships, and symposia #1 - 

#3. 

 

http://www.kooperation.pulsverbund.eu/
http://www.atlas.pulsverbund.eu/
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OUTCOMES 

Course participants and course donors from the different fields of architecture, public 

administration and education formed a triangle of knowledge and experience. Professional 

practice and theory were continuously experienced multi-professionally, trans-disciplinarily, 

and inter-regionally, during the presence phases through discussions and reflections. The 

piloting situation for all teaching staff and participants, the agile response to the needs of 

participants, and the (need for) awareness and transparency in any situation led to a special 

atmosphere when meeting again for the next module. The development of a community of 

practice (CoP) was observed, which was a positive side effect. According to Wenger, 

McDermott & Snyder (2002), a CoP is ‘‘a group of people who share a concern, a  set  of  

problems,  or  a  passion  about  a  topic,  and  who  deepen  their  understanding  and  

knowledge of this area by interacting on an ongoing basis’’ (Vollenbroek, 2019).  

The analysis of the evaluation data strongly supported the observation, that a CoP was formed, 

as shown in Figure 2.  

  

  Figure 2: Evaluation results questioning criteria of COP. [n = 36; α = 0,735; #6 online questionnaires] 

 

The highest values were reached by the criteria “Learning from Others” and “Social 

Cohesiveness”, with up to 90 % of participants and teaching staff agreeing with the statement. 

Furthermore, PULS+ symposia in 2018 (Linz, Austria  M. Zinner), 2019 (Düsseldorf, Germany  

P.R. Moog) and 2020 (Basel, Swiss  C. Dinsleder & U. Kirchgässner), the final academy I in 2019 

(Rechtenthal, Italy  J. Watschinger), and final academy II (Online  B. Weyland) offered 

professional and social exchange opportunities to everybody present. These meetings also 

served as further CoP exchange platforms for the involved teaching staff and participants, who 

left after cycle I, as one former participant expressed: `It am so happy to have met all the PULS 

people again. I have missed you all. Now, I'm going home with a whole bunch of new and 

concrete ideas and new fields of learning and space evolution.´ 
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Continuous evaluation and reflection showed that several participative conditions seem to 

induce, support and stabilize the initialization of a CoP in a multi-professional setting.  

Self-determination and participation were strongly correlated. The decrease of formal 
instruction time in favour of informal learning (Fig.3|a) and meeting time during the 
development of the course was a direct response to the results of the continuous evaluation. A 
constant course companion monitored direct responses to the participant’s responses, critics, 
suggestions and reflections, representing a valuable source in the first cycle by supporting 
continuous development of the course format by the teaching staff. In turn, changes made for 
the next course module increased the self-efficacy, reliability, and trust of the whole 
community. This facilitated the participation of ideas and actions of participants at their 
workplace. One participant claimed: `I could see that through the development of myself - 
including my personal attitude - I could radiate this to others in my environment and through 
this, things in my environment have actually changed. One example is, for example, mutual 
mindfulness, which is now being given much more emphasis in the wording by our press 
department ... and this is probably because I have always expressed and contributed 
accordingly. Perhaps I would not have done so before the PULS course.´  
The result was also a deepening of the topics and discussions, with also more and stronger 
connections between participants and donors. 

From the very beginning a culture of give and take was implemented, which includes the 

wording: Members of teaching staff were renamed “donors” (in German: Teil-Gebende). 

Participants (in German: Teil-Nehmende) were invited to share their professional expertise and 

personal experience and becoming donors. The process started at the end of the second 

module in cycle I. Since then a continuous process could be observed: participants initiated and 

took the lead for newly formed projects and invited donors as participants, e.g. “Phase Zero 2.0 

– inventing a complete digital participation process” at 3rd forum of cycle I (Fig.3|b). One 

participant said: `One of my personal key experiences were definitely the mutual exchange and 

the blurring of boundaries between “students” and “teachers´. 

In the first cycle three different and separated units (called forum), on the topics of modern 

learning  (#1), space (#2) and process design (3#) were prepared by the teaching staff and 

identified as the major content elements that are important for school building developers 

allowing also 21st century skills (Brüggemann, 2017). All three forums contained several 

changes of social and work formats e.g. working in plenum, mixed groups, tandems and single 

situations. In advance of the start of each forum in cycle I the schedule was worked out by the 

staff and was made known to everybody in advance. Content and working forms were 

innovative, but structure was fixed and linear.  

In the second cycle, the basic format of the presence phase was changed from the well-known 

linear structure of cycle I to a bar camp format (Fig.3|c-e): At the first afternoon of the 

presence unit, the whole group of participant and donors together determined content and 

forms of the days to come on a modified agile Kanban board. Everybody could make additional 

content offers anytime during the three forum days. Consequently, one participant 

commented: `A high degree of personalized and content-related differentiation strengthens the 

overall process and enriches the social learning environment for the whole group.´ 
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Figure #3: Changes made on the way from cycle I to cycle II, relevant for the degree of participation and 

stabilization of a community of practice. 

 

BASIC DESIGN PRINCIPLES  

Design and management of the university course were based on various processes and 

principles from didactics, architecture and leadership. Transferability to other educational 

courses in schools, teacher training centres, universities and colleges should take into account 

six identified conditions of success:  

Flexibility 

Agile response to identified needs of participants and donors, as well as to course flow and 

structure in favour of fixed structure and routine was gained by accompanying evaluation and 

constantly supervision of course progress by a counsellor. A supporting side effect to the course 

atmosphere was that of taking part in a unique pilot made it easier for everybody to “walk in 

new shoes” and to develop a creative culture to welcome mistakes and failure in order to learn.   

Personalization 

The professionalisation to become a learning space developer took place through collaboration 

and cooperation as well as through the custom-fit individualization: A self-chosen practical 

project in the light of the own competence development was chosen by every participant and 

also donors crossed new territory. Important components were autonomy, reflection talks and 

various coaching elements. 

Fractals 

Reliable structure giving elements were installed regarding time, transparency, documentation 

and evaluation procedures. They hold true for all, participants and donors, independently of 

their roles and status, either being a professor of a famous university or looking for a job after 
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just finishing university. The structure was deliberately based on fractal principles (Mandelbrot, 

1982) to provide an environment in which new patterns (Alexander, 1977) can emerge and 

develop.   

Mindfulness 

From the canon of attitudes and values, mindfulness, tolerance, curiosity, respect, trust and 

empathy are particularly noteworthy, which repeatedly enabled win-win results on different 

levels and across different systems. 

Participation  

Increasing horizontal and vertical participation forms played an important role for the initiation, 

fostering and stabilisation of a community of practice, especially in a trans-professional 

interdisciplinary learning environment. Efficiency and intensity of learning at a university course 

was increasing with time and increasing participatory opportunities. In order to transfer the 

learnings of the pilot course to other education institutes like schools, colleges and further 

education facilities, the main conditions of success practical recommendations are listed in 

table #1:   
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Table #1: Practical recommendations to create conditions of success when initiating communities of practice.  
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CONCLUSION 

The agile management of each forum as an open relational process made it possible to create 

negotiation spaces in which the interests, resources, and needs of the participants could be 

considered as far as possible. The otherwise democratic majority principle was replaced by 

genuine participation, which uses diversity as an opportunity for development at all levels, both 

in terms of process and content. The identified principles and processes can be transferred to 

other educational environments e.g. schools, colleges, to induce the win-win of communities of 

practice.  
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PULS - Supporto professionale per 
lo sviluppo degli spazi educativi: 
comunità di pratica partecipate nella 
formazione multiprofessionale

Petra Regina Moog 
Thomas U. Brüggemann

 1. Introduzione 

Sempre più esperti sottolineano il ruolo in-
fluente dell’ambiente fisico, sociale e digitale 
nell’educazione e nella pedagogia moderna 
(ad es. Schönig & Schmidtlein-Maudererer 
2013). Tuttavia, il ruolo dello spazio e dell’ar-
chitettura come “terzo educatore” non si 
manifesta né nei programmi di studio delle 
facoltà di architettura e nella formazione de-
gli insegnanti, né nei programmi di aggiorna-
mento professionale per insegnanti, architet-
ti o dipendenti pubblici. Gli edifici educativi 
del XXI secolo hanno bisogno di ambienti 
di apprendimento fisici e digitali, che siano 
flessibili nel loro uso e che possano essere 
co-progettati e ridisegnati dagli utenti, dal 
personale docente e dagli alunni e studenti 
(ad esempio Weyland & Watschinger 2017). 
Pertanto, gli attori della scuola devono par-

tecipare al processo di sviluppo, proget-
tazione e costruzione per garantire che le 
scuole siano costruite in modo sostenibile, 
pedagogico, innovativo e flessibile (Fonda-
zione MONTAG 2012). Purtroppo, mancano 
il know-how e le competenze necessarie per 
una cooperazione efficiente e processi par-
tecipativi tra gli esperti responsabili coinvolti. 
Le università di tutta Europa non forniscono 
alcun tipo di programmi di master o post-lau-
rea sostenibili, transdisciplinari e orientati 
all’applicazione per coprire la domanda. 
Questa lacuna è stata colmata da un proget-
to pilota chiamato corso universitario PULS. 
PULS è l’acronimo di Professional Under-
pinning for Learning Space Development. 
Offre un programma integrale di formazione 
avanzata e di qualificazione che si rivolge alla 
pratica architettonica, educativa e ammini-
strativa. Inoltre, anche gli studenti del Master 
in architettura e pedagogia sono stati invitati 

Petra-lokales Konto
Textfeld
Laboratori Attivi di democrazia, tra pedagogia e architettura" pp. 95-103 Ed. Weyland-Leone, Guerini Milano 2020 
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a partecipare al programma e hanno avuto 
la possibilità di imparare da professionisti nel 
campo dello sviluppo di edifici scolastici ed 
educativi. 
Questo documento descrive il concetto del 
programma con i suoi elementi generali, le 
pietre miliari dello sviluppo, i risultati della va-
lutazione e le condizioni di successo.

 1. Obiettivi principali
 
Come delineato nell’Agenda di modernizza-
zione dell’UE (2011), la priorità più rilevan-
te affrontata dal progetto è quella di con-
tribuire alla modernizzazione dell’istruzione 
superiore in Europa, concentrandosi su tre 
questioni specifiche: 

nuovi programmi di studio innovativi e 
metodi educativi e sviluppo di corsi di 
formazione;
incoraggiare l’imprenditorialità, il parte-
nariato e la partecipazione;
coinvolgere i dipendenti e le istituzioni 
del mercato del lavoro nella progettazio-
ne e nella realizzazione di programmi di 
istruzione superiore.

In questo quadro, il rafforzamento della 
cooperazione e lo scambio di buone idee 
e di buone pratiche all’interno dello spazio 
architettonico, educativo e amministrativo 
europeo è un veicolo per trasferire la co-
noscenza e la diffusione delle idee, e per 
garantire l’innovazione nell’edilizia scolasti-
ca e nella costruzione. Allo stesso tempo, il 
rafforzamento dei legami tra il settore dell’i-
struzione, dell’architettura e dell’ammini-
strazione è necessario sia per comprendere 
le sfide dell’edilizia scolastica moderna sia 
per adattare l’istruzione e la pratica profes-
sionale al NewNormal. 

 2. Obiettivi 
 specifici

Nonostante la creazione di un programma 
transdisciplinare, il corso universitario pilota 
da sviluppare dovrebbe raggiungere i se-
guenti obiettivi: 

Si avvia un dialogo sostenibile per lo 
“sviluppo dello spazio e dell’apprendi-
mento” tra e per persone di professioni, 
discipline e prospettive diverse.
Si creano sistemi di sviluppo trans-pro-
fessionale nei settori dell’architettura, 
della formazione e della consulenza am-
ministrativa, che garantiscono processi 
partecipativi sicuri e l’orientamento di 
una cultura dell’apprendimento estesa 
nelle istituzioni coinvolte.
Si individuano le necessità di sviluppo 
nelle diverse discipline e si scopre un 
adeguato supporto.
Si creano opportunità per comprendere 
le relazioni tra l’apprendimento e lo spa-
zio, e si favoriscono le competenze che 
derivano da questo dialogo, che sono 
più della somma delle capacità della sua 
parte.
La partecipazione e la responsabilità a 
livello individuale viene approfondita e 
incoraggiata. 
La ricerca scientifica nel nuovo campo in 
via di sviluppo dell’architettura pedago-
gica viene avviata per sviluppare le co-
noscenze pratiche.

 4. Concetto del 
 corso universitario

Quattro moduli, con focus tematico sull’ap-
prendimento - spazio - sviluppo - riflessione 
(accademia) - hanno costituito la matrice 
principale del corso universitario nel primo 
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Figura 1. Struttura dei due 
cicli di corsi universitari pilotati.
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anno pilota (ciclo I) accompagnati da diver-
se offerte di opportunità legate alla pratica, 
stage, laboratorio reale, simposi o escur-
sioni (Figura 1). Nel secondo anno (ciclo II) 
sono stati mantenuti i moduli dell’accade-
mia, mentre i moduli tematici non sono stati 
più specificati in anticipo. I moduli tematici 
sono stati invece sostituiti da un formato bar 
camp che ha portato ad una maggiore va-
rietà di argomenti, all’approfondimento delle 
azioni, alle interazioni e allo scambio tra tutti 
i partecipanti dei moduli. Sono stati impo-
stati in modo che i partecipanti e gli esperti 
dei settori professionali coinvolti imparas-
sero da e tra loro in modo interfunzionale. 
Una descrizione completa è disponibile 
sul sito www.pulsnetz.org. Inoltre, è stata 
implementata una piattaforma internet in-
terattiva, che funziona come un dispositivo 
digitale di apprendimento, comunicazione 
e cooperazione, ed è stata collegata ad un 
“Educational Building Compendium/WIKI”. 
Entrambi sono offerti ad un pubblico inte-
ressato (www.kooperation.pulsverbund.eu 
e www.atlas.pulsverbund.eu). 

 5. Valutazione

Per sostenere lo sviluppo sistematico dei 
corsi e l’ottimizzazione continua dei modu-
li dei corsi successivi, chiamati “forum”, è 
stata effettuata una valutazione continua. Il 
progetto di valutazione ha garantito il coin-
volgimento attivo di tutti gli sponsor e dei 
partecipanti, ma la procedura di valutazione 
in sé non è stata percepita come un ulterio-
re carico di lavoro. Per raggiungere questo 
obiettivo, le singole fasi del sondaggio si 
sono svolte sempre contemporaneamen-
te durante le fasi di partecipazione, e sono 
state formate su una base di report delle se-
guenti serie di dati: 

16 serie di dati con un totale di 180 ri-

sposte qualitative e quantitative, che 
sono state effettuate come questionari 
online in modo ritualizzato immediata-
mente prima della partenza. Il tempo 
medio richiesto è stato di 15 min. Dopo 
l’accademia II finale, che è stata esegui-
ta online a causa della chiusura per il co-
ronavirus, i questionari sono stati com-
pletati entro 24 ore. 
Interviste e videodichiarazioni durante gli 
orari informali (pausa pranzo, passeg-
giata serale, ecc.) attraverso il supporto 
continuo del corso nel ciclo I, Forum.B, 
accademie I & II.
Riflessioni sui moduli all’interno 
del corpo docente.
Riflessione generale del ciclo I.
Osservazioni durante le escursioni, 
gli stage e i simposi #1 - #3.

 6. Risultati

I partecipanti ai corsi e gli istruttori dei di-
versi settori dell’architettura, della pubblica 
amministrazione e della formazione hanno 
formato un triangolo di conoscenze ed espe-
rienze. La pratica professionale e la teoria 
sono state continuamente sperimentate in 
modo multiprofessionale, transdisciplinare, 
interregionale e trasversale durante le fasi di 
presenza attraverso discussioni e riflessioni. 
La situazione pilota per tutto il corpo docen-
te e per i partecipanti, la risposta agile alle 
esigenze dei partecipanti, la consapevolez-
za e la trasparenza in ogni situazione, hanno 
portato ad un’atmosfera speciale, quando ci 
si è riuniti di nuovo per il modulo successivo. 
È stato osservato lo sviluppo di una comu-
nità di pratica (CoP), che non è stato mirato 
all’inizio del corso pilota. Secondo Wenger, 
McDermott & Snyder (2002), che è la defi-
nizione più comunemente citata, una CoP è 
‘’un gruppo di persone che condividono una 
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fully afree
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neutral

somewhat disagree

fully disagree

ask others for help

develop professionality

learning from others

share common goals

social cohesiveness

0%          20%       40%                  60%            80%  100%   

Figura 2: Risultati della valutazione che mettono 
in discussione i criteri di valutazione del COP. 
[n = 36, #6 questionari online]. 
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preoccupazione, un insieme di problemi, o 
una passione per un argomento, e che ap-
profondiscono la loro comprensione e co-
noscenza di questo settore interagendo su 
base continuativa’’ (Vollenbroek 2019). 
L’analisi dei dati di valutazione ha fortemen-
te sostenuto l’osservazione, che si è formata 
una CoP, come mostrato nella Figura 2. Si 
può affermare che almeno il 75% dei criteri 
tipici della PBC sono stati applicati. 

I valori più alti sono stati raggiunti dai criteri 
“Imparare dagli altri” e “Coesività sociale” 
raggiungendo fino al 90% di consenso dei 
partecipanti e del personale docente. Inol-
tre i simposi PULS+ del 2018 (Linz, Austria 
M. Zinner), 2019 (Düsseldorf, Germania 
P.R. Moog) e 2020 (Basilea, Svizzera C. 
Dinsleder & U. Kirchgässner), l’accademia 
finale I nel 2019 (Rechtenthal, Italia J. Wa-
tschinger) e l’accademia finale II (Online 
B. Weyland), hanno offerto opportunità di 
scambio professionale e sociale a tutti i pre-
senti. Questi incontri servono anche come 
ulteriori piattaforme di scambio CoP per il 
personale docente coinvolto e per i parte-
cipanti, che se ne sono andati dopo il primo 
ciclo, come ha espresso un ex partecipante: 
Sono così felice di aver incontrato di nuovo 
tutte le persone PULS. Mi siete mancati tut-
ti. Ora torno a casa con un mucchio di idee 
nuove e concrete e nuovi campi di appren-
dimento e di evoluzione spaziale. ´
Una valutazione e una riflessione continue 
hanno mostrato che diverse condizioni par-
tecipative sembrano indurre, sostenere e 
stabilizzare l’inizializzazione di una CoP in 
un contesto multiprofessionale. 
L’autodeterminazione e la partecipazione 
erano fortemente correlate. La diminuzio-
ne del tempo di istruzione formale a favore 
dell’apprendimento informale e del tempo 
di incontro durante lo sviluppo del corso 
è stata una risposta diretta ai risultati del-
la valutazione continua. Un compagno di 

corso costante ha monitorato le risposte 
dirette alle critiche, ai suggerimenti e alle 
riflessioni dei partecipanti, rappresentando 
una fonte preziosa nel primo ciclo, soste-
nendo il continuo sviluppo del formato del 
corso da parte del corpo docente. A loro 
volta, i cambiamenti concreti apportati ai 
moduli successivi del corso hanno portato 
all’autoefficacia e all’aumento della fiducia e 
dell’affidabilità di tutta la comunità e hanno 
portato a una maggiore partecipazione di 
idee e azioni, quando si torna al lavoro. Un 
partecipante ha affermato: “Ho potuto ve-
dere che attraverso lo sviluppo di me stesso 
- compreso il mio atteggiamento personale 
- ho potuto irradiare questo ad altri nel mio 
ambiente e attraverso questa cosa nel mio 
ambiente sono effettivamente cambiati. Un 
esempio è, ad esempio, la consapevolezza 
reciproca, che ora viene data molta più en-
fasi nella formulazione da parte del nostro 
reparto stampa ... e questo probabilmente 
perché ho sempre espresso e contribuito di 
conseguenza. Forse non l’avrei fatto prima 
del corso PULS”. 
Il risultato è stato anche un approfondimen-
to degli argomenti e delle discussioni, con 
ulteriori e più forti legami tra i partecipanti 
e i donatori.
Fin dall’inizio è stata implementata una cul-
tura del dare e avere, che comprende la 
formulazione: i membri del corpo docente 
sono stati ribattezzati “donatori” (Teil-ge-
bende in tedesco). I partecipanti sono sta-
ti invitati a condividere le loro competenze 
professionali e le loro esperienze personali 
e a diventare donatori per lo sviluppo di di-
versi temi dell’edilizia scolastica provenienti 
dai loro ambiti professionali. Una volta che 
il processo è iniziato al secondo modulo 
del ciclo I, si è potuto osservare un proces-
so continuo: i partecipanti hanno iniziato e 
preso l’iniziativa per i progetti di nuova for-
mazione e hanno invitato i donatori come 
partecipanti, ad esempio “Fase Zero 2.0 
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time

Cycle I (1. Year)

RATIO
Informal Learning to
Formal Learning Time

DEVELOPMENT
Donor [D]
Participant [P]
[  ,    = both P & D]

CHANGE 
from linear to agile 
Structure

Elements of Cycle I
[See fig1 for symbols]

Elements of Cycle II
[See fig1 for symbols]

Cycle II (2. Year)

Figura 3: Modifiche apportate durante il pas-
saggio dal ciclo I al ciclo II, rilevanti per il grado 
di partecipazione e di stabilizzazione della CoP.
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- inventare un processo di partecipazione 
digitale completo” al terzo forum del ciclo I. 
Un partecipante ha detto: Una delle espe-
rienze chiave per me è stata sicuramente 
lo scambio reciproco e l’offuscamento dei 
confini tra “studenti” e “insegnanti”.
Nel primo ciclo sono stati preparati dal cor-
po docente tre moduli diversi e separati sui 
temi dell’apprendimento moderno, dello 
spazio e della progettazione dei proces-
si, individuati come gli elementi principali, 
importanti per l’edilizia scolastica del XXI 
secolo. Tutti i moduli contenevano diversi 
cambiamenti dei formati sociali e lavorativi, 
ad esempio il lavoro in gruppo, i tandem e le 
singole situazioni. Nel secondo ciclo il for-
mato di base della fase di presenza è stato 
modificato passando dalla ben nota struttu-
ra lineare del ciclo I ad un formato da campo 
bar. Nel primo pomeriggio del modulo l’in-
tero gruppo ha determinato insieme i con-
tenuti e le forme dei giorni a giorni lavorativi 
per venire su un agile tabellone Kanban. 
Tutti potevano fare offerte di contenuti ag-
giuntivi in qualsiasi momento. Tra le con-
seguenze un partecipante ha commentato: 
“Un alto grado di differenziazione persona-
lizzata e relativa ai contenuti rafforza il pro-
cesso generale e arricchisce l’ambiente di 
apprendimento sociale per l’intero gruppo.”

 7. Fatti e 
 raccomandazioni
 
Le crescenti forme di partecipazione oriz-
zontale e verticale sembrano svolgere un 
ruolo importante per l’avvio, la promozione e 
la stabilizzazione di una comunità di pratica, 
soprattutto in un ambiente interdisciplinare 
trans-professionale. L’efficienza e l’intensità 
dell’apprendimento in un corso universitario 
aumentavano con il tempo e aumentavano 
le opportunità di partecipazione. Le se-

guenti raccomandazioni pratiche e teoriche 
potrebbero riassumere le principali condi-
zioni di successo. 

1. Garantire la massima diversità: con-
trastare l’eterogeneità dei partecipanti 
con la diversità aumenta le opportunità 
di apprendimento in qualsiasi direzione 
e prospettiva disponibile, ad esempio 
cultura, nazioni, località, temi, stili di in-
segnamento, carisma. 

2. Siate consapevoli della flessibilità dei 
ruoli, ad esempio, rinominare l’insegnan-
te/professore e il partecipante con il ter-
mine donatore. Invitare tutti a diventare 
donatori e partecipanti.

3. Mantenere la gerarchia il più possibile 
piatta.

4. Integrare con cura “Spazio come ter-
zo educatore”. [Mi sono piaciute molto le 
varie e buone sistemazioni selezionate. 
Soprattutto, rafforzano il senso di comu-
nità e danno un grande slancio”. ] 
 
5. Pianificare ogni incontro secondo 
AQUAL (Wilber 2000) e Presencing 
(Scharmer 2007).
 
6. Cura delle sorprese: attività intellet-
tuali, empatiche e pratiche.
 
7. Cambiare il più possibile i metodi.
  
8. Date il maggior numero possibile di 
possibilità di scambio.
 
9. Invitare i partecipanti a donare il loro 
talento, ampliando le competenze pro-
fessionali.
 
10. Consentire il maggior numero pos-
sibile di opportunità di autonomia tem-
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porale, il che generalmente porta a un 
apprendimento informale crescente e 
sostenibile.
 
11. Siate chiari e trasparenti nella strut-
tura e nella forma, e lasciatevi andare con 
il crescente coinvolgimento e la nave dei 
donatori per aprirvi ai processi evolutivi.
 
12. Integrare le attività del corpo, l’arte, 
la musica e la natura (ad es. yoga, dan-
za, ecc.).
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New Challenges for the School 
of the Future, between  
Pedagogy and Architecture
Beate Weyland

ABSTRACT: The challenge of designing schools of the future is affecting not only the world 
of education and training, but increasingly a large interdisciplinary group of experts in ar-
chitecture, politics, sociology and economics. The recent Report on School Construction of the 
Agnelli Foundation (2020) illustrates a pitiless situation in which Italian school buildings 
find themselves. At the same time there is a strong commitment to their new qualification, 
in which the contributions of the various disciplines become fundamental. In this essay we 
intend to present a reflection on the relationship between pedagogy and architecture. The bets 
that we want to play are driven on the fields of shared design of school spaces. The task is to re-
spond to new social, political, economical and cultural issues: competence orientation, diversi-
fied learning styles, prolonged time at school, inclusion. Further considerations are elaborated 
on the importance of movement and play, which if respected imply a transformation of both 
teaching and school spaces and could deliver a clear determination of their quality.

KEYWORDS: Pedagogy, Didactics, Space, Architecture, Learning, Environment

Introduction

We live in a time where we can really ask ourselves which schools we want for 
our future. School buildings, built largely from the early twentieth century until 
thirty years ago, need to be revised. The interesting thing is that the discourse is 
no longer only structural, dealing with the building, but also pedagogical. Why 
does it still make sense to build a school? And which kind of schools can we 
design looking to future generations? In this essay, some theoretical arguments 
and research gains are made explicit, focusing on the challenge of the fruitful 

Beate Weyland, University of Bolzano, 
beate.weyland@unibz.it
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relationship between pedagogy and architecture. In particular, attention will be 
focused on the idea that every pedagogical thought has its physical, material and 
concrete implications with the learning space. Spaces can be the best mirrows of 
our intentions and actions. For this reason, it is increasingly important to raise 
awareness and develop pedagogical skills to be fit to analyse and timely design 
physical learning spaces in which the educational adventure of the younger gen-
erations can be continued. 

1. Pedagogy and architecture: A winning bet

The new paradigm of the school as a living space (Aminian et al., 2015; Imms et 
al., 2016; Weyland et al., 2019) calls into question the interweaving of different 
disciplines such as pedagogy and sociology, architecture and design: pedagogy 
to develop well-argued proposals on how to use spaces, to explain what should 
be there and why; sociology to elaborate social meanings linked to the material-
ity of spaces and to describe how humans live in them; architecture and design 
to study the best solutions to give shape to ideas (Weyland and Attia, 2015; 
Landri and Viteritti, 2016). Currently, there are several experiences on the na-
tional and international scene that focus on strengthening the phases of partic-
ipatory involvement in the start-up phases of the school building design (Tosi 
et al., 2019; Montagstiftung, 2012; Woolner, 2015; Weyland and Watschinger, 
2017). In Italy there is no delay in confirming a new role assigned to education 
in dialogue with architecture: on Thursday, 12 September, 2019, two secondary 
schools were inaugurated in Turin, as a result of the Torino Fa Scuola project 
(www.torinofascuola.it), based from Fondazione Agnelli and Compagnia San 
Paolo on the importance of a fair balace between pedagoy and architecture. 
The project worked following these basic concepts: the pedagogical thought 
comes before architectural actions, so the school community needs first of all to 
develop an idea of school and to justify pedagogically which spaces are needed 
and why; good schools are guaranted with the quality of a design competition, 
in which the most valid and coherent project is rewarded with the pedagogical 
requirements; the dialogue between architects and teachers in all the design 
phases is fundamental to harmonize the architectural project with the teaching 
and learning requirements. 
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The idea that a school can be built on the basis of a ‘pedagogical concept 
of spaces’ allows school communities to perceive themselves as responsible and 
active subjects in the process of transformation of learning places. Educational 
thoughts can really have a big socio-cultural and political power (Iori, 1997; 
Sergiovanni, 2000; Tosi et al., 2018; Attia et al., 2018; Weyland et al., 2019) 
because they are aimed at constructing educational arguments in support of 
choices and appropriate investments.

On the same Thursday, September 12, 2019, in the afternoon, the jury of 
two important design competitions of a middle school in Via Pizzigoni and a 
school complex (ranging from kindergarten to middle school) in Via Scialoia 
in Milan was established. The novelty lies in the composition of the commis-
sion, which was provided with the presence of a pedagogical voice in the jury, 
which in the meantime also decided to give her the role of president. This is an 
important sign, that indicates the concrete will to give weight to the culture of 
educational sciences in the process of evaluating school architecture projects, 
in order to select the most suitable project to meet the challenges of the future.

A school building designed on a solid pedagogical basis and with the active 
involvement of users, recalling the principles of deliberative democracy (Hübner 
Mendes, 2014), is always a gift that is handed over to the universe of education 
and the future of our young people. It contains in itself a series of information 
that allows over time its polivalecy, able to be adapted to the new challenges of 
education and learnig (Attia et al., 2018; Woolner, 2018). It is a building that 
‘does no harm’, that facilitates an open and active teaching and learning process, 
unlike what happens with buildings built automatically on obsolete models.

Gaston Bachelard, in a phenomenological perspective, writes in 1957 that 
«spaces are telling us many things». Franco Lorenzoni (2019) warns that «teachers 
and students live in the furrow traced by architects». Dealing with this affima-
tions, it is better to move in the direction of building well, aimed at future gener-
ations who will meet a school designed with awareness and foresight. Despite an 
outdated, plastered school system, incapable of acting and of agilely appropriat-
ing learning spaces, sometimes built with a good commitment, the indepth dia-
logue between pedagogy and architecture has become more successful than ever.

Nobody is building well only for the community that is present and/or par-
ticipating in that dermined historical moment. Teachers and leaders will follow 
one another.
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True political-educational actions should be oriented towards the principle 
of responsibility and support for a future in which it is expected that the school 
will no longer really be what they were for a hundred years (Weyland et al., 
2019; Marcarini, 2016; OECD, 2017).

The next generations future offers us scenarios that are not always known. 
They has all to be explored: the contraction of births, the attention to climate 
issues, the strengthening of the cultural offer for the development of skills and 
the new investment in the educational factor rather than the educational one of 
the school. These and other situations of strong social, economic and cultural 
transformation are beginning to challenge us all. Prospectives for the future 
call for a complex treatment of facts and the analysis of possibilities with con-
science and a strong heuristic and proactive spirit (Tosi, 2019; Thorn-burn, 
2018; Imms et al., 2016). 

The challenge to play between pedagogy and architecture, sociology and de-
sign is winning because it is based on two key elements: an approach aimed at 
improving change and strengthening the living conditions of the individual; a 
concrete approach that combines macro visions, on the school, as urban and 
city project, with those mi-cro, which take care of the details in the design of 
spaces and furnishings (Weyland and Attia, 2015; Landri and Viteritti, 2016). 

2. New tasks and new arrangements

«The core business of schools is teaching», this was the sentence used to describe 
the most important task of schools so far. It was guided by a directional approach, 
now characterized as ‘passive’: pupils has to be instructed. The fundamental 
change that many schools are already working on lies in their grammar of 
educational action: recalibrating the balance between passive and active. The 
new core business of the schools is centred on learning and on the realisation 
that this is more effective when it is understood as an active and interactive 
process from the learner›s point of view (Hughes et al., 2019; Bosch, 2018).

The new tasks of educational institutions and the new scenarios in which 
they are configured are also born from the expansion of their social and cultural 
mission: full-time schools are a response to the changed working and living 
environments of families, pupils stay at school much longer than in the past. In-
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clusive schools are also a response to the need to recognise social heterogeneity 
and to create equal opportunities. Digitisation and its rapid and dynamic de-
velopment is becoming another driver of innovation. For these reasons, school 
environments are becoming more than ever living places, where to exercise 
self-determination, creativity and practice. In order to this changes the mate-
riality of spaces becomes a quality of great socio-pedagogical interest (Fenwick 
and Landri, 2014). 

2.1. Competence orientation 

The acquisition of competences is a process in which activities, emotions, cog-
nitions and situations are linked in various ways. If this process is active and 
processes oriented and allows different approaches to learning, it is particularly 
effective. In the past, students will prefer to learn to solve problems themselves 
rather than just imitate finished solutions. They will learn that each solution can 
at the same time cause new problems. 

Increasingly, the goal of learning is no longer determined by the individual 
subjects, but by the problems to be solved. For this reason, interdisciplinary 
learning processes are gaining in importance. Of course, the practice of the sub-
ject is still necessary, but it must be understandable for students (Guasti, 2017; 
Antonacci and Guerra, 2018).

Competence orientation includes skills and abilities of response (‘What 
should I know?’), application (‘How can I do something?’), understanding 
(‘Why does it work that way?’) and explanation (‘How does it express itself ex-
actly and understandably for others?’). The corresponding learning approaches 
provide more time and space for self-organised and practical learning. Direct 
and independent access to knowledge resources is made possible, for example, 
by properly equipped libraries or media centres and by equipping learning and 
learning areas with Internet-compatible terminals. In addition to creating con-
crete situations of application of what needs to be learned, practical learning 
also includes the promotion of project thinking and ‘manual’ skills. In view of 
the increasing virtualisation of everyday life, the intensive use of learning and 
sensory objects in all types of schools is becoming increasingly important (Wey-
land, 2017; Margiotta, 2013). The places where learning and teaching takes 
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place are developing the character of a laboratory or atelier, such as important 
resources for this purpose.

Learning objects, technologies and phisical spaces will therefore become cen-
tral protagonists of the educational action «to bring out multiple sociomaterial 
configurations that draw new orders, disorders and unprecedented uncertain-
ties» (Ferrante and Orsenigo, 2017: 156).

2.2. Diversified learning styles 

Contemporary schools should be designed to accommodate different ways, 
places and perspectives not only of teaching, but also of learning. Everyone 
learns, everyone can teach. Teaching itself is conditioned by a specific learning 
style of the teacher and he too should be free to carry out his professional activ-
ity doing justice to the scientific evidence that focuses on the enhancement of 
different learning styles (Kolb, 1985; Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993; Gordon, 
1988). Only in this way is it possible to seriously design corresponding and fully 
relevant learning units. Traditional frontal teaching in the classroom or class 
group loses its domain to make place for self learning, learning in pairs and in 
small groups – analogue or digital – with tutorial and in-depth sessions coordi-
nated by teachers who gain importance to the same extent. 

Many scholars have already highlighted the differences in the way of learning 
(and therefore of teaching): Howard Gardner (1995) with the theory of multi-
ple intelligences, highlighted different ways of understanding and approaching 
the world. 

To strengthen these intelligences, space can act as an extraordinary peda-
gogical device, also physically giving home to interpersonal, cinesthetic and 
bodily intelligence, which for a long time have been lateralized to the advan-
tage of cognitive and visual intelligence. Nair, Prakash and Lackney (2009) 
compared the various intellectual dimensions identified by Gardner with the 
types of spaces that can be created in education and training. They relate, for 
example, the presence of bleachers and meeting points with the development 
of interpersonal intelligence, niches with intrapersonal intelligence, internal 
squares with kinesthetic-body intelligence. They observe, therefore, that the 
development of linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligences can avail it-
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self of multiple communicative configurations made possible by a flexible ar-
ticulation of spaces. Among the 28 patterns that should guide the design of 
the 21st century school, Nair Praksah and Lackney include in particular the 
presence of individual spaces and containers (Home Base and Individual Stor-
age), corners for eating and relaxing in an informal way (Casual Eating Areas), 
soft and welcoming seats (Furniture: Soft Seating). This means, for example, 
to allow a certain degree of free movement and posture (at the table, sitting 
on the floor, standing, etc…) or to create environments suited for relaxing, 
working and concentrating at the same time using the body in different ways, 
such as reading, discussing and searching sitting on a tap-peto or squatting on 
the stairs.

If we look at the cognitive styles of Honey und Mumford (1992) we see a 
variety of facets in learning that cannot be filled by classroom space and mon-
ochromatic, synthetic furniture (made up of desks, chairs, blackboards and 
chairs), like that of our current schools. 

The greater individualisation of learning is therefore accompanied and en-
riched by forms of social learning such as exchange and discussion, recognition 
and criticism, and shared learning experiences. These learning experiences be-
come essential, because they connect with the increasingly important role that 
they also play in the professional world.

The wide range of teaching methods and the growing importance of infor-
mal learning require physical spaces that allow a simple reshaping of the settings 
between education, individual work, group work and presentation of learning 
outcomes. This modifies the previous basic organisation of a school building 
(classroom and corridor) in terms of size, structure and equipment, as well as 
the allocation and equipment of the other functional areas.

2.3. Extended time at school

With the expansion of school time, school buildings are becoming more and 
more educational and living places, which need to be suitable for a wide range 
of activities that go beyond formal learning (Nair et al., 2019). Contemporary 
school buildings needs to allow an easy transitions between places and stages of 
concentration and re-generation. Therefore, in addition to learning and work-
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ing areas, they require a differentiated range of recreational areas, both inside 
and outside the school, with gardens and courtyards.

Many schools are experimenting with new timeplan programmes that go 
beyond the traditional lesson time organization (Eichelberger, 2002). This 
needs a multi-professional teamwork that allows a greater variation in methods 
and more interdisciplinary forms of project-based work within longer learning 
units. In general, schools are asking for exended periods of time in the building 
to take better account of the individual work rhythms of pupils and teachers. 
Flexibility in the organisation of the learning time also offers schools with lim-
ited space the possibility of avoiding overloading at peak times (beginning of 
lessons, lunch, end of lessons).

In this way, schools, especially in northern European countries, are being 
reconfigured as new constituent elements of the local educational landscape 
(Kumpulainen and Krokfors, 2010), thanks to an important civic function of 
socio-cultural aggregation. 

2.4. Inclusion

Inclusion aims to offer all students the best possible development. Each stu-
dent is special and needs space and support for his next steps. This slogan goes 
far beyond the theme of structural accessibility. It meets the requirements of a 
pedagogy that takes into account the individual diversity of children and young 
people.

The main challenge of the educational system in these years is to ensure 
accessibility and equal opportunities for disabled pupils. The UN Convention 
on the Rights of Children obliges federal, state and local governments to create 
the necessary resources to achieve this goal. If implementation is pursued con-
sistently, it will be necessary to work out quality protocols for inclusive spaces, 
which will no longer include support classrooms, but decompression spaces, 
group spaces, relax and play areas and so on for all the scool community.

The requirements for an inclusive school environment are not fundamen-
tally different from those of a ‘good school’. Contemporary schools today are 
working with a new culture of learning and teaching in and with heterogeneous 
groups. For this reason they need different or differently distributed resources 
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compared to the previous school system: spaces for individual differentiation 
and possibilities of retreat; environments for teaching in small groups; places for 
counseling and care activities; rooms for socio-pedagogical and psychological 
staff. Learning environments should be variable, as simple, intuitive and usable 
as possible, taking into account the different sensory capacities. All informa-
tions relevant for orientation should be designed in such a way to be perceived 
with at least two senses (‘multisensory principle’). On the basis of the changed 
learning settings and their transfer to the corresponding spaces, models must 
be developed to respond spatially to the particular needs of inclusion without 
separating them (Galletti, 2017).

3. Perspectives: Movement and play as an indicator of quality for 
school spaces

There are two elements on which we are working to develop new educational 
scenarios in schools: the quality of movement through the spaces and the intro-
duction of regular playing time for children.

On the educational quality of movement, interdisciplinary studies (Sibilio, 
D’Elia, 2015; Sgrò, 2016; Weyland et al., 2019) agree to focus not only on the 
traditional hours of physical activity, but more generally, they deal with all mo-
tor activities related to the use of the body in school spaces. Studies show that 
motor intervention programs have positive effects on concentration capacity 
(Shephard, 1997), brain memory and blood flow (Kehne, 2011), and on the 
learning climate at school (Laging, 2017). In general, moving improves the per-
ception of wellbeing (Carraro and Gobbi, 2016). This data are confirmed also 
from Ceciliani’s studies on movement, who consider it as a key to animate the 
educational experience (Ceciliani, 2015; 2016). Movement for Ceciliani recalls 
the maturation of life skills that are also supported by Law 107 of Good School, 
such as the solicitation of students’ motivation, pleasure of acting, well-being 
and a serene perception of oneself and personal levels of competence. 

The most interesting aspect of Ceciliani’s contribution concerns the cong-
inution of the themes of movement with those of free play as an activity that 
strengthens the individual in the sensomotor intelligence, that is in the mastery 
of his body and in the continuous relationship with the surrounding environ-
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ment, and as an extraordinary occurrence to activate all areas of his personality: 
motor, emotional, cognitive, emotional and social. 

Starting from the assumption that playing leads to feelings of pleasure, fun 
and satisfaction and therefore can lead to an experience of well-being, Ceciliani 
invites to reflect on the possibility of developing a ‘playful’ teaching style, en-
dowed with intention and flexibility such as to be able to divide the activities 
into free proposals, semi-structured proposals and structured proposals (again 
a scansion of the teaching that supports the alternation of routes led by the 
teacher and routes led by the students) in which the concept of ‘repeat without 
repeat’ means ‘find the right way’. 

Several scholars (Seydel, 2016; Grey, 2015) deepen the educational quality 
of playing, indicating that the key element that stimulates learning are pleasure 
and motivation. To play in this sense seems to be the macrocategory with which 
teaching can be rethinked. The relationship between teacher, student and con-
tents can be relaunched in a playful way and promote the active involvement of 
all subjects. Playing in the background means learning to understand a system 
of rules, to know the opponents, to discover one’s own limits, to develop skills.

So how to bring ‘pleasure’ to school? How to create stimulating and confort-
able, informal and playful environments, that in any case respect the institu-
tional frames of the public school?

To play seems to be a natural right of children, not only in kindergarten. A 
right recognized and defended in words by all, but which in practice is not al-
ways respected. The activity of playing and especially the free play, as highlight-
ed in Article 31 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child of the UN 2013, 
has not yet found its size and its concrete space: it mainly concerns moments of 
pause and is not understood as learning activity.

Peter Grey (2015), clearly highlights how the playing activites develop the ba-
sic human skills: the physical game to master the body; the exploratory game to 
master the understanding of the world; the verbal game to master the word; the 
constructive game to master the world; the fantasy game to master the thought 
and imagination; the social game to master the relationship with others.

Grey describes the need for a school that develops what he calls «human 
pedagogical instincts»: curiosity as an impulse to explore and understand; play-
fulness as an impulse to practice and create; human sociability and the natural 
impulse to share information and ideas.
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Starting from these assumptions, both in the scientific field and in the area 
of teacher and professional training, as well as in the popular field (Aminian et 
al., 2015; Imms et al., 2016; Weyland and Galletti, 2018), wellbeing at school 
is increasingly focused and accompanied by the recognition of the paradigm of 
school as a living space. 

In general, the design of a school building should always respect certain 
key elements, which refer to the rights of children as set out in the vari-
ous institutional documents (UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
2013; OECD, 2017; Guidelines on school building, 2013; Autonomy Law 
no. 89/97) and which refer to the right to learn, to be included, to move and 
to play:

• the right to concentration – with places organized for individual and group 
learning, with niches, places for group works, spaces to work undisturbed and 
not always observed;

• the right to difference – with spaces that are not too identical to each other 
and which can stimulate different people in different ways. Spaces capable of 
enhancing the value of the school disciplines, which are in themselves very dif-
ferent from each other;

• the right to play and to free encounter – with unstructured spaces for social-
ity, free play and self-determined activities;

• the right to emotions and to sensoriality – with places that enhance the body 
and the different potentialities of hearing, touching, smelling, watching and 
tasting, encountering the different sensibilities of students and teachers; 

• the right to movement – with spaces that enhance the paths of children and 
teachers and the possibility to learn in places that allow different postures of the 
body at different times of the activities listed above.

In order for these rights in the design of buildings both educationalists and 
architects, teachers, principals and municipalities has to be aware and conscious 
of the power of space language. The efforts on which to develop interdiscipli-
nary training lines and sharing platforms are as follows:

• skills in the ability to read building plans, to develop sensitivity to archi-
tecture, to master the language of design, to develop pedagogical criteria for 
evaluating interventions; 

• ability to analyze the pedagogical qualities of school spaces and to recog-
nize the presence of appropriate spaces for movement and play;
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• ability to elaborate proposals to inhabit with learning spaces with good 
ideas, good arguments and good projects involving the whole school communi-
ty (school, clients and parents);

• ability to assess the sensory and bodily dimension of school: how to in-
volve the 5 senses in learning and spaces;

• strengthening of a holistic vision of movement at school in dynamic edu-
cational spaces;

• enhancement of easy relationships with natural spaces outside the school 
and verification of the potential of outdoor education.

There are three fundamental variables of teaching and learning to which run 
documents of law that actually stimulate to change:

• the school organization (timetable, teachers, external collaborations) with 
Law 97 on Autonomy in School and Law 107 ‘La Buona Scuola’; these laws 
make it easier for school leaders to organise their activities independently and 
enable them to develop highly innovative and flexible rules for school life;

• the task of conveying content, which refers to the National Directions for 
the Curriculum. According to this legal document, the possibility of interpret-
ing the quality and quantity of the contents is entrusted to the teachers and does 
not force them to an excessive extent;

• the infrastructure (spaces and furniture) which has as its point of reference 
the Law of 1975 on school building and the National Directions for School 
Building of 2013. These legal documents also provide a variable possibility of 
interpretation and, above all, the second offers guidelines for designers on the 
educational qualities of spaces.

To develop new models it is necessary to work on all three variables. One 
falls on the other. One activates the other.

Although it is not possible to identify a general model for the school of the 
future, we can say that good pedagogical ideas can never generate design errors 
and can always be reinterpreted and loaded with new meanings for the future 
generations.

It is important to verify whether a project has considered the possibili-
ties of carrying out both structured and self-organized activities in the school 
building and in the open air. The study of the flows through the school, the 
design of walking and resting, the possibility of organize activities between 
the classrooms and laboratories, the quality of good designed common spaces 
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and gardens, can be considered as the key factors to assess the quality of archi-
tectural projects for education and to describe the effectiveness of a particular 
pedagogical approach. 

At the end, if moving and playing are powerful tools to develop skills and 
competences for the future generations, if the qualities they bring with, like 
wellbeing and joy, are keys to measure people health, it is possible to start evalu-
ating learning spaces in which these essential actions and rights can be explained 
and then continue with all the rest.
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